
Culinary Mysteries 

The culinary mystery is usually a cozy: it is usually upbeat, violence is kept to a minimum, and there is a strong reliance on observation and 
gossip to solve the crime. Food is prominent in the story either in the foreground or the background. The detective in the story has a 
relationship with food, whether it’s professional, such as a caterer, chef or food critic, or purely gastronomic. The culinary mystery can be 
divided into two categories; those without recipes, and those with actual recipes from dishes described in the story. 

 

Phillip R. Craig. A Shoot on Martha’s Vineyard: A Martha’s Vineyard Mystery. 1998. 

 

J.W. Jackson loves and adores his beautiful, perfect wife, Zee and equally adorable baby, Joshua, and lives an ideal life 

on Martha’s Vineyard. So what can disrupt J.W.’s perfect life? Well…Hollywood decides to shoot a movie on the island 

and J.W. becomes the prime murder suspect when he discovers the body of the environmentalist who managed to 

antagonize the majority of the locals. Short on character development and plot but lots of local color, humor and fun. 

Great beach read. 

  

 

Mary Daheim. Just Desserts. 1991. 

 

Widower Judith Glover McMonigle’s work of three years to turn her family home into a financially successful bed and 

breakfast is threatened by a fortuneteller’s murder in her dining room. But, is the victim really a fortuneteller? 

Policeman (and former boyfriend) Joe is impressed with Judith’s ability to solve this mystery within 24 hours, while still 

serving three meals daily to her guests. 

  

 

Barbara D'Amato. Hard Evidence. 1998. 

 

When Cat Marsala went to her favorite grocery store to pick up the ingredients for lasagna, she bought a bone as a 

special treat for the Dalmatian she had as a temporary houseguest. Just as she was about to offer the treat to the dog, 

her boyfriend Sam stopped her. As a trauma surgeon Sam recognized the bone for what it was – human! How did 

human remains end up in a meat case in the most exclusive food store in Chicago? And how can the police and Mayor of 

Chicago avoid panic in the city. Hard Evidence by Barbara D’Amato will keep you guessing, and may turn you into a 

vegetarian! 

  

 

Diane Mott Davidson. Dying For Chocolate. 1992. 

 

Goldy Bear (what a name!) is a bright opinionated caterer whose personal life is full of problems. She’s got an abusive 

ex-husband who likes to make threats, a pile of mounting bills, a son on the verge of puberty, and two men interested 

in her. One of those interesting men, an important doctor, inexplicably drives his BMW into an oncoming bus. Goldy is 

convinced that his bizarre death is not an accident and does a little investigating of her own with the help of her other 

suitor, a local policeman. She uncovers secrets of the dead doctor’s life, and puts herself and her son in jeopardy, as 

she unravels the mystery of his death. 

  



 

Diane Mott Davidson. Killer Pancake. 1995. 

 

While catering an affair for Mignon Cosmetics, Goldy Baer of Goldlocks Catering "Where Everything is Just Right", 

becomes the witness to a murder. Since the victim was the girlfriend of her assistant, Goldy decides to investigate. Light 

and entertaining, this story has a little bit of everything from an abrasive reporter, evil ex-husband, and caring second 

husband (who just happens to be a detective) to luscious lipsticks and sumptuous recipes. 

  

 

Diane Mott Davidson. The Grilling Season. 1997. 

 

Colorado Caterer Goldy Schulz can’t decide which is her biggest problem: a Stanley Cup party with out-of-shape hockey 

fans on roller blades, Babsie doll collectors who are even more rabid than the hockey fans, or the fact that her abusive 

ex-husband (the Jerk) has been accused of murder. Add a penny-pinching HMO and a large helping of revenge into the 

mix and you’ve got quite a jam. What’s a good caterer to do? 

  

 

Katherine Hall Page. Body in the Bog. 1996. 

 

Body in the Bog is set in Aleford, the small Massachusetts town where amateur snoop, Faith Fairchild, wife of the 

minister and mother of two, runs a catering business. Faith discovers how easily her stain, friendly community can be 

torn apart when a local builder wants to put luxury new houses on protected wetlands. Faith makes the shocking 

discovery of hitherto unsuspected secret lives; two corpses are discovered, and Faith has to cope with attacks on 

herself, all while whipping up delicious recipes for her catering clients. 

  

 

Nancy Pickard. The Blue Corn Murders. 1998. 

 

When Eugenia Potter heads off for a two week stay at a working archaeological camp, she expects to work hard, to 

learn about the magnificent cultural legacy represented by the Mesa Verde cliff dwellings and to enjoy the excellent 

cooking of Bingo, the camp chef (recipes included). Her expectations are demolished by the camp director’s increasingly 

strange behavior, the horrible death of a fellow visitor, and the disappearance of a busload of teenagers. Clearly things 

have gone wrong, and it seems to be up to Genia to dig up the truth. 

 

Note: Nancy Pickard is continuing the Eugenia Potter series originally written by the late Virginia Rich. She also writes a 

mystery series of her own featuring Jenny Cain. 

  

 

Nancy Pickard. The 27 Ingredient Chili Con Carne Murders. 1998. 

 

This is an entertaining mystery that takes place in Tucson, Arizona and features widow Eugenia Price, a sixtyish cattle 

ranch owner. Her story begins when her ranch manager Ricardo and his granddaughter Linda are missing; and then 

someone is murdered. A recipe of unique Tex-Mex culinary delights, liberally salted with Spanish phrases and peppered 

with unique and unforgettable characters combines with the spice of an old college flame to create a delicious literary 

work. 

 

(Based on a character and story created by Virginia Rich) 

  



 

Virginia Rich. The Nantucket Diet Murders. 1985. 

 

When Eugenia Potter returns to Nantucket for a reunion with old friends, she is greeted by warm memories, good food, 

and a chilling surprise. Her friends have a new look; dangerously thin, and dressed to kill. Mrs. Potter questions the 

motives of the handsome new diet doctor and his weight-loss secrets when sudden death is serve up along with the 

delightful Down East dishes. 

  

 

Joanne Pence. To Catch a Cook. 2000. 

 

Eighth book in the series involving the gourmet cook and San Francisco Homicide Inspector. Humor, romance, mystery 

and food! 

 


